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Turkey’s Public Diplomacy in Flux
From Proactive to Reactive

Communication

Senem B. Çevik

The AKP (Justice and Development Party)

In the Driving Seat of Turkey’s Public Diplomacy

Turkey is a new actor in the public diplomacy scene, but it is experienced in engaging in various
communication activities since its establishment as a modern republic.1 Nonetheless, Turkey’s
rapid rise and equally quick decline in its global reputation during the tenure of the AKP makes
it one of the most intriguing case studies in public diplomacy. Together with Turkey’s rising
global presence, Turkish political elite believed Turkey’s story should be shared with the rest of
the world. The motto of Turkey’s public diplomacy is “Turkey has a message and story to
share.” This motto stems from the assumption that Turkey’s problems arise from being misunder-
stood and not being able to explain itself clearly. For that reason, Turkey’s public diplomacy is in
fact tied to its reputation and whether Turkey still has an appealing story to tell the world.

There are a number of internal and external drivers behind Turkey’s growing interest in
public diplomacy as a strategic communication activity. First, Turkey has experienced a steadily
growing economy, particularly during the second half of the 2000s.2 This economic growth has
enabled Turkey to strengthen and establish new state-run institutions while simultaneously utiliz-
ing them for its foreign outreach. Turkey’s relative economic progress has by extension increased
its diplomatic presence across Africa, while expansion of air-travel routes has contributed to Tur-
key’s soft-power capacity.3 Together with the economic prosperity, Turkey invested in establish-
ing various state institutions undertaking educational exchanges, international broadcasting,
advocacy, and cultural diplomacy. However, Turkey’s economic downturn in the second half of
the 2010s, which worsened in 2018, impacted funding, human resources, and planning of Tur-
key’s public diplomacy apparatus. While Turkish Airlines and Turkey’s diplomatic network are
still expanding, the extent of their sustainability in current economic crisis is questionable.

Turkey’s new foreign policy vision laid the foundation of its public diplomacy.4 In contrast to
earlier, yet sporadic efforts, public diplomacy as a communication strategy has been part and
parcel of Turkey’s outreach initiatives under the consecutive Justice and Development Party (AK
Parti or AKP) governments. Public diplomacy efforts predominantly took form under Ahmet
Davutoğlu’s strategic-depth vision, a policy approach that draws from Turkey’s historical,
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geographical, and cultural ties to nearby states.5 Subsequently, Turkey has relied on the attractive-
ness of its soft-power assets based on cultural affinity with Central Asia, as well as some of the
other regions that the country engages with.6 Underlining Turkey’s cultural affiliations was
a fundamental element in the Davutoğlu-era foreign policy doctrine, in which Turkey sought
better ties with the nations established under the former Ottoman territories. During these novel
public diplomacy efforts, the AKP government initially assigned Turkey’s public diplomacy to
their one-time political ally, the network led by self-exiled Muslim clergy Fethullah Gülen.7 The
Gülenist schools, their cultural organizations and think tanks, were major components of estab-
lishing Turkey’s international communication network and creating long-lasting relationships.
Following the fallout between the political allies, the Turkish state lost its access to various com-
munities across the globe, particularly in Africa and the United States.8

In the present day, Turkey is investing in building its own public diplomacy infrastructure,
strengthening those that already exist, and engaging in a communication offense. The cumulative
economic and political drivers of Turkey’s public diplomacy has prompted the establishment of
institutions emphasizing cultural and educational exchanges with regions of strategic importance
to Turkey. Yunus Emre Cultural Institute (YEE), Turkey’s own version of cultural foundations;
Directorate of Overseas Turks (YTB), Turkey’s diaspora agency; and professional exchange pro-
grams were key endeavors of this era, emphasizing Turkey’s cultural affinity and kinship with its
region. Endeavors during the strategic-depth/zero-problems era underscored Turkey’s relations
with its immediate region and aimed to make Turkey more appealing as a role model in the
Middle East. Throughout the first decade of the ruling AKP government, Turkey exerted itself
as a rising regional actor by pursuing a value-oriented foreign policy and engaging in dialogue in
Somalia, Myanmar, and Syria.9 Nonetheless, Davutoğlu’s departure from office and the continu-
ous crisis mode in Turkey resulted in a de-emphasis on soft-power attraction. In this regard, cur-
rent public diplomacy, particularly post-coup attempt, reflects a shift to a more situational and
reactive communication structure that is grounded in crisis communication.

Turkey recognized problems with its global reputation when facing international scrutiny over
its historical policies vis-à-vis Kurds and Armenians, two major pressing issues challenging Tur-
key’s reputation.10 These issues were slowly beginning to see some reforms in the social and pol-
itical sphere predominantly from 2011 to 2015. Several attempts of political and structural
reforms in regards to the Armenian, Jewish, Kurdish, Alevi, and Roma communities have been
critical to Turkey’s democratization discourse.11 As a result of these developments, the communi-
cation of these positive changes taking place within Turkey, especially at a time when Turkey
was invested in the European Union (EU) membership accession, became one of the drivers for
Turkey’s public diplomacy. Consequently, state-sponsored publications, documentaries, exhib-
itions, concerts, and conferences highlighted this change.12 Turkey’s soft power and public diplo-
macy at that time was directly correlated with its democratic reforms other than Turkey’s own
political elite.13 However, following the parliamentary elections in 2015, the reforms vis-à-vis
minorities also lost momentum due to the rising nationalistic sentiments and the fall back into
security priorities. As of this writing in 2018, democratization reforms have stalled and Turkey
has become a more insular society as opposed to having a more open society during the EU-
fostered reforms. For that reason, Turkey needs to explain itself and justify its undemocratic
actions to global audiences.

The Turkish government faced a coup attempt in July 2016, for which the government sees
the Gülenist network responsible and subsequently has recognized as a terrorist organization. The
coup attempt was followed by attempts to inform foreign audiences in respect to the Gülenist
network and the coup attempt. The failed coup not only galvanized the domestic populist rhet-
oric but also boosted Turkey’s efforts in circulating its own narrative in both domestic and inter-
national spheres. A large number of social media accounts and websites were created under the
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auspices of state-sponsored organizations, nonprofits, and government-affiliated think tanks.14

State agencies also distributed print and online publications in multiple languages that offered
Turkey’s official account of the coup attempt.15 TRT World, Anadolu Agency (AA), and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) countered undesired narratives in a synchronized effort by
utilizing various digital and print media in many languages. These efforts have been directed
towards the domestic and foreign audiences, thus making Turkey’s public diplomacy more inter-
connected with domestic developments and constituents. On the international public diplomacy
front, Turkey is emphasizing relationship-building efforts in Central Asia and Africa through
international exchanges and cultural diplomacy in order to curb the existing power of the Güle-
nist network. As a result, Turkey’s public diplomacy post-2016 has an additional layer of agenda
setting, that of informing and pleasing domestic audiences.

Turkish foreign aid, such as its humanitarian and development aid, have been integral to Tur-
key’s global communication efforts and its brand identity as a “donor state” and “benevolent
country.”16 Turkey has a strong network of government and nongovernment actors in its public
diplomacy toolkit that provide foreign aid and emphasize Turkey’s nation brand.17 The politics
and rhetoric of humanitarian aid highlights Turkey’s historical connections with the generous
Ottoman image in congruence with contemporary aid initiatives. The overarching narrative situ-
ates Turkey as a safe harbor for immigrants throughout the Ottoman and modern Turkish
histories.18 Under consecutive AKP governments, Turkey has provided foreign aid to countries
in dire need such as Somalia, Palestine, Myanmar, Haiti, and Ecuador. Turkey’s activism in
Somalia is an integral part of its foreign aid efforts and has been communicated to domestic and
foreign audiences. In 2014, with $74.5 million, Somalia was the fourth largest recipient of Turk-
ish aid after Syria, Tunisia, and Kyrgyzstan.19 Turkey is also the fourth largest donor to Somalia,
after the United Kingdom, United States, and EU.20 Aside from foreign aid, Turkey invests in
Somalia’s education, transportation, agriculture, and health by bringing in the Turkish Cooper-
ation and Coordination Agency (TIKA) and the Disaster and Emergency Management Presi-
dency (AFAD).21 Simultaneous to these developments, Turkey has opened its largest overseas
military base in Somalia, further expanding its hard-power capacity and presence in Somalia.22

Turkish foreign aid is part and parcel of its branding but also a way to justify its value-oriented
foreign policy discourse.

While aid to other parts of the world remains important, the Syrian refugee crisis is
a cornerstone of Turkey’s foreign aid. It serves as a functional and a communicative perspective
and relief efforts are instrumental in communicating Turkey’s benevolent nation brand.23 In
2015, Turkey was ranked as the second most generous donor country, partially due to its
$3.2 billion donation towards Syria and Syrian refugees.24 Turkey is currently hosting over
3 million Syrian refugees, and has set up 21 refugee camps for over 200,000 refugees.25 TIKA
and AFAD oversee Turkey’s foreign aid. TIKA was established in 1992 but has been transformed
into a global aid agency under the AKP government. As an indirect result of this transformation,
TIKA is currently utilized in promoting Turkey’s image domestically and abroad.26 AFAD works
as an umbrella organization in Turkey and collaborates with other organizations overseeing emer-
gency humanitarian relief.27 AFAD has responded to disasters and emergencies taking place across
the globe and has carried out humanitarian aid operations throughout the Arab uprisings in
Libya, Tunisia, Egypt, and Syria. Both agencies have been leading Turkey’s aid efforts in Somalia,
Myanmar, and Syria.28

The objectives of Turkey’s public diplomacy are expanding its sphere of influence and
explaining its message to shape global public opinion. In the aftermath of recent political turmoil,
Turkey is placing an emphasis on disseminating its narrative and particularly incorporating Tur-
key’s domestic shortcomings into its public diplomacy discourse. Its democratic backsliding and
diplomatic rows with a number of neighboring countries, and its allies, in more recent years have
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undermined Turkey’s capacity to appeal to international audiences. As of 2018, Turkey’s public
diplomacy incorporates damage control, tactical offense, crisis communication, and countering
discourse that harms Turkey’s reputation. Continuous efforts to defend and justify its actions, par-
ticularly when it comes to human rights and democracy, hampers Turkey’s once hopeful story.
What remains from Turkey’s public diplomacy is an inconsistent story and plethora of efforts that
are not as appealing to Western audiences.

Overview of Turkey’s Public Diplomacy Toolkit

Turkey’s public diplomacy toolkit is comprised of advocacy, cultural diplomacy, educational
exchanges, and international broadcasting.29 The institutions leading such initiatives have strong
political affiliations with the ruling AKP, with the exception of the MFA. Therefore, oftentimes
Turkey’s public diplomacy is conducted on behalf of AKP rather than the state of Turkey. In
2018, Turkey transitioned into a presidential system that eliminated the seat of the prime minister
and gave vast power to the president without any checks and balances. Under this new structure,
President Erdoğan came to represent both the state apparatus and the government. Therefore,
Turkey’s public diplomacy has a simultaneous agenda to advocate and advance Erdoğanism.

Advocacy is a leading practice in Turkey’s public diplomacy and is undertaken by several state
institutions. The Turkish Prime Ministry Office of Public Diplomacy (KDK) is the leading insti-
tution in Turkey that has the official mandate to coordinate public diplomacy activities. During
the Davutoğlu era when Turkey paid attention to its global image, KDK was designing projects
such as meeting with foreign press, journalism exchanges, roundtable discussions, and conference
series.30 KDK also has been instrumental in monitoring and publicizing Turkey’s official develop-
ment aid (ODA) among both domestic and international audiences by providing statistical data
and infographics.31 However, since the reshuffle of the government in the snap elections of
2015, the Office of Public Diplomacy has become a defunct institution. Currently, the KDK is
inactive and remains obsolete. As a result, at the moment a primary institution for Turkey’s dip-
lomacy only exists on paper. The vacuum is filled by other state agencies conducting their own
version of public diplomacy initiatives, at times overlapping with one another.

The Prime Ministry’s Directorate General of Press and Information (BYEGM), which in 2018
became the Ministry of Communication under the new presidential system, was another state
agency in charge of information affairs and advocacy. The directorate published information
booklets and conducts seminars and meetings in efforts to share Turkey’s policy vision.32 The
BYEGM also hosted foreign diplomatic delegations and has been involved in pro-Turkey advo-
cacy in regard to Turkey’s foreign policy.33 In its current structure, the Ministry of Information
is the main arm of Turkey’s information efforts. One of the most important actors in Turkey’s
public diplomacy is the MFA, which oversees the promotion of Turkey’s interests abroad and
the advocation of Turkey’s policies. According to the Lowry Institute Digital Diplomacy Index
Turkey is the eighth strongest diplomatic network in the world with 229 diplomatic posts.34

More importantly, the MFA was ranked the 25th most expansive digital diplomacy network in
the world in 2016.35 In 2017 Turkey ranked 37th in the digital asset portfolio.36 This vast diplo-
matic network allows Turkey’s missions to do advocacy work and collaborate with other state
institutions to develop cultural and aid programs. The MFA assists in the coordination of Tur-
key’s public diplomacy activities abroad such as co-hosting film festivals, music engagement,
exhibitions, and facilitating program development visits for aid agencies. The MFA has two
offices that oversee public diplomacy. The Directorate General of Information (ENGM) was
established in 2011 in order to share Turkey’s narrative. ENGM dedicates its time to respond to
allegations in the face of crises, thus are focused on crisis communication. The MFA is also
engaged in Turkey’s cultural promotion overseas through the Overseas Promotion and Cultural
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Affairs (TKGM). In doing so, the MFA collaborates with other relevant institutions and organiza-
tions in its public diplomacy activities.

Cultural Diplomacy

Cultural diplomacy is another area in which Turkey is striving to have prosperity. The Yunus
Emre Institute (YEE) is Turkey’s leading cultural diplomacy actor. Established in 2007, the
YEE is a partner in the Global PDNet and oversees cultural exchanges such as concerts, callig-
raphy workshops, film festivals, and various art classes.37 It operates in 47 offices around the
globe and is gradually expanding. Bringing students across the globe for Turkish Summer
School, a month-long program in intensive Turkish classes, YEE aims to build bridges with
students from different parts of the world. As a fairly new institution, the YEE is at arm’s
length to the Turkish government yet it is not immune to the domestic dimension of Tur-
key’s public diplomacy. Likewise, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism is one of the most
engaged actors in Turkey’s public diplomacy when helping to promote its tourism, history,
cinema, and other forms of fine arts. Aside from hosting and attending international tourism
fairs, such as the World Expo, the Ministry of Culture has led a number of initiatives on digi-
tal platforms, such as Come See Turkey, Turkey … Home Of, and GoTurkey in order to attract
and engage international audiences. Turkey’s geographical location as a major tourism hub in
the Mediterranean and the civilizations that Anatolia has hosted over millennia play a central
role in its cultural diplomacy discourse. In this regard, there are attempts to highlight Anato-
lian civilizations and new discoveries such as Göbeklitepe, the world’s first temple and a site
currently on the tentative list of world heritage sites.38 Turkey … Home Of campaign’s 360
videos add an extra layer of user engagement for promoting Turkey’s culture. Faith tourism is
a very important part of Turkey’s cultural diplomacy discourse as Anatolia is home to many
different civilizations and is considered the cradle of faiths.39 In this regard, as the faith tourism
industry is growing Turkey is working on meeting its potential as a hub for this alternative
tourism.40 Aside from distributing promotional films on Turkey, the Ministry of Culture offers
grants for art-house filmmakers to produce films that could have the potential to be repre-
sented in international festivals. In doing so, Turkey partners with Euroimages and award-
winning films such as Mustang, Yumurta, Uzak among others.41 The Ministry of Culture also
co-sponsors international sporting events in Turkey to bring awareness to Turkey’s culture and
at the same time to create platforms for engagement such as golf tournaments. In fact, the
Turkish Airlines Euroleague Basketball and Turkish Airlines Open Golf Tournament are two
globally recognized events.42 Public diplomacy scholar Efe Sevin defines The International
Organization of Turkic Culture (TÜRKSOY—Uluslararası Türk Kültürü Teşkilatı) as the
region’s United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
TÜRKSOY was established under the Turgut Özal administration at a time when Turkey
recognized reaching out to non-Western countries. In operation since 1992, TÜRKSOY is
one of the most well-established actors in Turkish public diplomacy in improving relations
with the Turkic world. Since its establishment, TÜRKSOY developed programs to preserve
and promote Turkic culture by way of commemoration events, scientific meetings, festivals,
artist meetings, publications, and official meetings.43 Aside from more traditional cultural dip-
lomacy actors, Turkey is investing in engaging with Muslims in the Balkans and other com-
munities with which Turkey has cultural affinity. Turkey’s Presidency of Religious Affairs
(Diyanet) is a key actor in facilitating that engagement.44 It also serves as a platform to enforce
Turkey’s patronage especially onto the Balkans and imposes a state ideology.45 In this regard,
Diyanet is instrumental in diaspora building. Diyanet’s more recent role in Turkey’s public
diplomacy is partially tied to the fallout with the Gülenist network. Previously the Gülenist
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network has had strong links in Central Asia and assisted the government in their religious
outreach to that region.46 However today the state is using Diyanet’s overseas offices to curb
the Gülenist network and nourish relations with Western Balkan states particularly in Bosnia.47

Educational Exchanges

Turkey has also been actively involved in educational exchanges first with Central Asia then with
Europe, and eventually expanding its reach to other regions. As a result of its EU bid Turkey has
been partaking in the ERASMUS program, which is designed to facilitate academic exchanges
between Turkey and participating European states. The Turkish Higher Education Council (YÖK)
has provided scholar and student exchange programs for decades particularly with European univer-
sities. Modeling on ERASMUS and similar educational exchange programs, the Prime Ministry
Presidency for Turks Abroad and Related Communities (YTB) launched the Türkiye Bursları
(Türkiye Scholarships) program in 2012 to foster international student mobility to Turkey. While
there were scholarships available for international students under bilateral agreements going back to
the 1960s, Türkiye Scholarships is the most comprehensive scholarship program funded by the
Turkish state.48 The undergraduate programs of Türkiye Scholarships target students in the affinity
regions (the Balkans, Middle East, Caucasus, Central Asia) and Africa.49 These programs aim to
build relationships and at the same time create networks of future leaders in developing nations
who will gain appreciation for Turkey through their experiences as exchange students. A fairly
new development in Turkey’s educational exchanges is the establishment of the Turkish Maarif
Foundation (TMF) in order to curb the influence of the Gülenist network in Africa and Central
Asia.50 Maarif Foundation’s motto, “Our aim is to raise goodwilled people around the world,”
overlaps with Turkey’s self-acclaimed role as a value-oriented, benevolent nation.51

International Broadcasting

Given the acute crises and the pressing need to share Turkey’s position on key issues, Turkey
launched an aggressive campaign to redesign its international broadcasting structure. AA, Turkey’s
national press agency, was established in 1920 to broadcast Turkey’s voice in the international
arena. In the past few years, AA expanded its base. Operating in 31 countries, AA expanded its
news services in 13 languages, which are integral to Turkey’s public diplomacy, thus Turkey’s
regional proximity.52 AA is also active in the digital sphere by posting infographics, news snip-
pets, and news photos on social media platforms. Turkey’s expansion into the international
broadcasting market accelerated in the aftermath of the fallout between the Gülen network and
the government. The failed coup attempt and Turkey’s difficulties in its foreign affairs gave
Turkey the impetus to put an emphasis on international broadcasting. TRT World was estab-
lished as a result of these developments as part of Turkey’s public broadcasting network. TRT
World is an English-language 24-hour news channel based in Istanbul, Turkey with an aim to
provide new perspectives on world events.53 An overview of Turkey’s public diplomacy structure
shows there are plenty of institutions with an increasingly centralized control centered within the
president’s office. Many of these offices are occupied by political allies and associates rather than
qualified individuals.

Does Turkey Still Have a Story to Tell?

Turkey’s relative transformation that took place under the first two AKP governments was not-
able and was reflective of the way the rest of the world sees Turkey. Moreover, this transforma-
tive period marked by various democratizing reforms shaped the way Turkey situates itself in
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world politics, so much so that soft power and public diplomacy became two core elements of
Turkey’s foreign policy in its attempts to gain global presence.54 During the time public diplo-
macy was central to Turkey’s international communication efforts to engage with foreign audi-
ences. There was some degree of strategy behind Turkey’s public diplomacy, especially under
Ahmet Davutoğlu’s tenure. EU-related reforms, Turkey’s Western anchor and strong position
within the transatlantic alliance fostered a positive story that Turkey could tell. However, recur-
ring political turbulences shifted the attention to the domestic constituents and have resulted in
a system where the objective is to please the domestic electorate and political elite. The domestic
dimension of Turkey’s public diplomacy, a natural flaw of public diplomacy practice in hybrid
regimes, is reflected in the tasks and duties of Turkey’s public diplomacy institutions and their
overlapping agendas.55 Centralization of power and authority under President Erdoğan makes
Turkey’s public diplomacy toolkit more susceptive to nepotism, corruption, and interference.
Together with the decreased independence of public institutions there is less room for conduct-
ing public diplomacy as the interests of the Turkish state have coalesced with the interests of
political elites.

As a result of the shifts and political affiliations within its public diplomacy toolkit Tur-
key’s public diplomacy has a shortage of structure and institutionalization. Turkey is
a constantly changing young country and is in a volatile region. It is uncertain whether Tur-
key’s existing public diplomacy toolkit will survive and sustain itself even in a post-AKP or
post-Erdoğan scenario given its lack of institutional structure. Currently, the interwoven
mechanism of party politics and public diplomacy actors introduces a strong domestic dimen-
sion to Turkey’s public diplomacy. As a result, Turkey’s public diplomacy, particularly in
broadcasting and advocacy, becomes synonymous with public affairs. In other words, telling
Turkey’s story to foreign audiences even through less politicized means such as culture is
overshadowed by the Turkish government’s reputation. Turkey’s more recent outreach to
foreign audiences does not have the same credibility as it once did and does not generate the
interest it once provoked. At the moment Turkey is having a monologue with itself when it
comes to communicating with foreign audiences, particularly a Western audience. Its cultural
diplomacy and foreign aid, two areas Turkey is strong in, are also being challenged by Tur-
key’s declining reputation. For that reason, Turkey’s reach beyond friendly areas necessitates
a broader strategy that includes institutionalization as well as reinstating its global appeal by
putting its own house in order. However, in this period of political uncertainty, Turkey’s
public diplomacy fails to deliver a legitimate story of hope that it once had, especially to the
West, and it lacks a cohesive strategy. Turkey is a striking example that demonstrates no
good public diplomacy can save bad policies.
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